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The point of the new time-stepping techniques is that they avoid this problem by implicitlyallowing impulsive forces at any time during contact, not just at the instant of impact.Painlev�e's problems resulted in researchers focusing their e�orts on �nding computational tech-niques. Relatively little e�ort has focused on the questions of convergence of these techniques oron the nature of the resulting limiting trajectories. Notable exceptions are the work of Monteiro-Marques [33] and Stewart [52, 53]. There is, however, much to be done in this area. In the aboveworks, the continuous problem of rigid body dynamics is understood in terms ofmeasure di�erentialinclusions (see, e.g., [40]) and measure di�erential equations. These are problems of the kindM(q) dvdt 2 K(q(t)); dqdt = v; (1)where K(�) is a set-valued function with closed and convex, but not necessarily bounded, values.The unboundedness of K(q) allows for impulsive forces and accelerations associated with direc-tions in which K(q) is unbounded. Impulsive forces give rise to discontinuities in the velocityfunction v(�). The velocity function, however, is not completely irregular: not only is it boundedon bounded intervals in time, but it is a function of bounded variation. The sum of the sizes of allthe discontinuities is therefore �nite, and completely erratic behavior is not allowed.A number of other conditions are imposed on the solutions of rigid body dynamics problemsas well as the measure di�erential inclusion condition. These conditions include the maximaldissipation property of Coulomb's friction law and the conditions describing the elasticity of impact(ranging from completely inelastic to perfectly elastic).This paper considers a wide range of time-stepping methods and discusses their implicationsfor convergence theory and the nature of the limiting solutions.The variations in the time-stepping methods considered include the following:1. Friction cones (the set of generalized contact forces for a given con�guration) are approxi-mated by polyhedral cones. New modi�cations have been developed recently that avoid thisapproximation, for which existence results for the time-stepping scheme can be proven [45].2. All collisions are perfectly inelastic (i.e. no bounce). One scheme that incorporates elasticand partly elastic collisions while preserving the dissipativity property is reported in [4]. Thisscheme splits the step into \compression" and \expansion" phases. Because this scheme isdeveloped in terms of the generalized forces, it is a \Poisson"-style scheme. Other schemes canbe developed in terms of the velocities without splitting the step; these are \Newton"-styleschemes.3. It is assumed that the generalized coordinate vectors and the generalized velocity vectors havethe same dimension. This can be done for three-dimensional problems by using Euler angles,for example, to specify the orientation of the rigid body. But any such parameterization musthave singularities. On the other hand, using unit quaternions or 3 � 3 orthogonal matricesto represent the orientation of a body means that the angular velocity vector must have adi�erent dimension to the vector containing the orientation information. Also, care mustbe taken to preserve the normalization properties of the vector containing the orientationinformation. 2



Each of these variations will be described, and the implications for computational practiceand for convergence theory will be described. In Section 2, the basic time-stepping scheme will bedescribed. In Section 3, the modi�cations for general nonpolyhedral friction cones will be explained.In Section 4, both \Newton" and \Poisson" approaches to partly elastic contact will be explainedand compared. In Section 5, modi�cations for di�erent dimensions of the coordinate q and velocityv vectors will be explained.The model can be modi�ed to handle equality constraints (joints) in a way that does not a�ecteither the solvability of the mixed linear complementarity problem or the upper bounds on the normof the resulting velocities [4]. Since the challenges of the problem we consider here reside in thedescription and properties of the contact and friction constraints, we will con�ne our developmentto the case in which no joints are involved.2 Time-Stepping Methods and Convergence Theory2.1 Rigid Body DynamicsThe study of rigid body dynamics seeks to understand and simulate systems of rigid bodies thatmay or may not be in contact. These systems are good approximations to many situations inthe world around us, such as walking, using a bicycle, playing a ball game, or picking up a pen.All of these activities involve contact between solid, fairly rigid bodies. Implicit in many of theseproblems is the presence of dry, or Coulomb, friction.When two bodies are not in contact, there are no contact forces between them (although theremay be small and subtle e�ects due to the motion of the uid between them, for example). On theother hand, when two bodies make contact, if they are rigid they cannot interpenetrate. Unlessthere is adhesion (which depends on the physics of the situation), the normal component of thecontact force at a point on a body must be acting away from the body against the other.Friction may be present, in which case equal and opposite tangential forces act on the twobodies in contact. If the bodies are sliding against each other, the friction forces must oppose theslip, although the forces may not be in the opposite direction to the slippage if the friction is notisotropic. The magnitude of the frictional forces is bounded by �N , where � is the coe�cient offriction and N is the normal component of the contact force. If there is slippage, the friction forcesmust have exactly this magnitude (for isotropic friction); if there is no slippage, any equal andopposite friction forces within this bound are admissible.To obtain a mathematical formulation of these problems, we need to begin with a formulationof rigid body dynamics without contact. Such a formulation can be obtained by using a Lagrangianframework with generalized coordinates q and corresponding generalized velocities v. (Usuallyv = dq=dt, although this will be relaxed in Section 5.)Let T (q; v) = 12vT M(q) v be the kinetic energy for con�guration q and velocity v; M(q) willbe called a mass matrix, although if q contains angles, and thus v contains angular velocities,some components of M(q) will be moments of inertia, rather than masses. Let V (q) denote thepotential energy of con�guration q. Without external forces or contacts, and provided v = dq=dt,3



the equations of motion can be written asddt � @L@vi�� @L@qi = 0; i = 1; : : : ; n;where L(q; v) = T (q; v)� V (q) is the Lagrangian of the system. With a suitable rearrangement ofthe equations, this can be put in more explicit form:M(q)dvdt = k(q; v)�rV (q) (2)where ki(q; v) = �12Xr;s �@mir@qs (q) + @mis@qr (q)� @mrs@qi (q)� vr vs:In the case of frictionless contact, the only contact force is the normal contact force N . Contactis assumed to be represented by a function f(q) so that if f(q) > 0, there is no contact; if f(q) = 0,there is contact; and if f(q) < 0, then q is an inadmissible con�guration. The set of admissiblecon�gurations is C = f q j f(q) � 0 g. Assuming that f is a smooth function, where rf(q) 6= 0whenever f(q) = 0, the equations of motion for frictionless contact can be written asM(q)dvdt = k(q; v)�rV (q) +N rf(q): (3)Usually we write n(q) = rf(q) as the normal vector into the region of admissible con�gurations.The contact conditions can be represented as a complementarity condition:f(q) � 0; N � 0; f(q)N = 0: (4)Frictional problems include a frictional force F that belongs to a suitable linear subspace ofthe generalized coordinates. It is further restricted by the normal contact force N . More precisely,we require that F 2 N FC0(q), where FC 0(q) is a convex, balanced (�FC 0(q) = FC0(q)) set inthe space of generalized forces. The vector space spanFC0(q) generated by FC0(q) represents theplane in which the friction forces act. This plane must not contain the normal direction vector n(q);otherwise, it would not be possible to separate normal contact forces from frictional forces. In thecase that n(q) is in spanFC 0(q), either the component of FC 0(q) in that direction is redundant,or friction forces could be used to \glue" the bodies together.For a single contact between three-dimensional bodies, this plane is typically two dimensional,representing the tangent plane to the bodies in contact at the contact point. Multiple contacts and\soft �nger contact" [24] will change the number of dimensions spanned by FC 0(q). The set ofpossible contact forces is the friction cone:FC (q) = fF +N n(q) j F 2 N FC0(q) g; (5)which is a closed, convex cone for each q. If there is no contact, then the total contact clearly mustbe zero: FC(q) = f0g.Given the friction cone FC (q), Coulomb's friction law can be cast in terms of the maximaldissipation principle [20], which states that the frictional force maximizes the energy dissipationrate over all possible friction forces F , given the normal contact force N . This formulation can beused to describe nonisotropic friction, as occurs in ice-skating, for example.4



2.2 Time-Stepping MethodsTime-stepping methods for rigid body dynamics are based on the idea of using integrals of the forcesover each time-step, rather than trying to �nd the instantaneous forces at each instant, and usingthe results to drive an ODE solver of some kind. Since the friction cone FC (q) is scale invariant, theshort-time integrals of the contact forces also belong to approximations of the friction cone. Themaximal dissipation formulation of Coulomb's law can also be applied to the short-time integrals,provided the velocity at the end of the time-step is used to determine the direction of slip. Thecontact condition (no contact implies no contact forces) can be easily represented, although theway that this is done has implications for the representation of the impact type (inelastic, partlyelastic, or perfectly elastic).The basic formulation presented in this section is for inelastic impact. It is based on theformulations of Stewart and Trinkle [55, 56] and Anitescu and Potra [4]. Work on the convergencetheory of related formulations of rigid body dynamics can be found in Stewart [52, 53].The basic formulation uses a polygonal approximation to the friction cone:dFC(q) = cone fn(q) + �di(q) j i = 1; : : : ; r g: (6)(Note that coneX is the smallest cone containing X ; it is the set of all linear combinations �1x1+: : :+ �kxk where xi 2 X and �i � 0 for all i.) Let D(q) = [d1(q); d2(q); : : : ; dr(q)].Let h > 0 be the time-step used. The time-stepping formulation, given the con�guration qland velocity vl for time tl = l h, provides a way of computing the con�guration ql+1 and velocityvl+1 for time tl+1 = (l + 1) h. In the process, additional quantities are computed, such as theintegrated contact forces cl+1n n(ql) +D(ql) �l+1. The time-stepping formulation is presented as amixed complementarity problem: If f(ql + h vl) � 0, thenM(ql+1) (vl+1� vl) = n(ql) cl+1n +D(ql) �l+1 + h [k(ql; vl)� rV (ql)]0 � n(ql)T vl+1 ? cl+1n � 00 � �l+1e+D(ql)Tvl+1 ? �l+1 � 00 � �cl+1n � eT�l+1: ? �l+1 � 0 (7)Note that e is a vector of all ones e = [1; 1; : : : ; 1]T of the appropriate size. Also note that \a ? b"means that aTb = 0, or if a and b are both scalars, that a b = 0. The quantity �l+1 is not in itself aphysical quantity, although it is usually equal to kDTvl+1k1, which represents the sliding velocityat the contact.Note that if M(q) is constant, then (7) can be reduced to a linear complementarity problem(LCP) [11] in (cl+1n ; �l+1; �l+1) by substituting for vl+1 in terms of cl+1n and �l+1. It can be shown inthe case of constant M(q) that the matrix for the reduced LCP is copositive [11, pp. 176{184], andfrom this, that solutions for (7) exist and can be found using Lemke's algorithm [11, pp. 265{288].The conditions of (7) can be interpreted physically. The �rst line is simply a discrete approxi-mation to the equations of motion. The second line is the contact condition: no contact force unlessthere is contact at the end of the time-interval. The right-hand side of line 3 and the left-hand sideof line 4 of (7) imply that the contact force n(q)cl+1n + D(q)�l+1 lies in the approximate frictioncone dFC(ql). Unless �l+1 = 0 (i.e., no friction force), the complementarity condition in line 35



implies that �l+1i > 0 only if di(ql)Tvl+1 minimizes dj(ql)T vl+1 over all j. That is, the frictionforce �l+1 maximizes the dissipation �(�l+1)TD(ql)Tvl+1 over all permissible �l+1. Finally, thecomplementarity condition on line 4 implies that the contact force n(q)cl+1n + D(q)�l+1 must lieon the boundary of the approximate friction cone dFC (ql), unless D(ql)Tvl+1 = 0; that is, the totalcontact force can only lie strictly inside the friction cone if the sliding velocity is zero.2.3 Convergence Theory and the Continuous ProblemA proper mathematical framework to describe rigid body dynamics must handle inequalities, im-pulsive forces and discontinuous relationships, such as arise in Coulomb friction. In order to incor-porate impulses, the theory should be grounded in measure theory on the real line. A measure �is a function of sets E in the real line R: �(E) is a real number, or perhaps a vector. For rigidbody dynamics, �(E) is usually understood as de�ning the total impulse, the integral of the force,acting over the time represented by the set E � R. If there are no impulses in the set E, and the(�nite) force at time t is F (t), then �(E) = ZE F (t) dtis the total impulse over the time period represented by E.Discontinuities from Coulomb friction provide another challenge. Even with known normalcontact forces that do not have impulses, the equations of motion for one object sliding againstanother are discontinuous. As such, the equations of motion do not necessarily have solutions[17, 18, 19]. What is needed is to change the problem from a discontinuous di�erential equation toa di�erential inclusion: Replacemdvdt = F (q; v) with mdvdt 2 F(q; v)where F(q; v) is a set valued function of (q; v). Where F is continuous, F is single-valued andcontinuous; where F is discontinuous, F is set-valued. The set F(q; v) is the convex hull of thelimits of F (bq; bv) for points (bq; bv) converging to (q; v).The mathematical theory that can best deal with these two issues is that of measure di�erentialinclusions invented by J. J. Moreau [36, 38, 40] and used by Monteiro-Marques These are di�erentialinclusions having the form dvdt 2 K(q) + f(q; v); dqdt = g(q; v);where f(q; v) and g(q; v) are ordinary continuous functions of (q; v). Note that K(q) is a set-valuedfunction that has closed, convex values and whose graph f (u; q) j u 2 K(q) g is a closed set. Theequations of motion with the friction cone in place of the contact forces is a suitable measuredi�erential inclusion: M(q)dvdt 2 FC(q) + k(q; v)�rV (q); dqdt = v: (8)6



Alternatively, it can be described as a measure di�erential equation:M(q)dvdt = n(q) cn +D(q) � + k(q; v)�rV (q); dqdt = v; (9)where cn is the normal contact force measure, and D(q) � is the frictional force measure. Using themeasure di�erential equation representation, we need to add conditions to the measures cn and �to ensure that \n(q) cn +D(q) � 2 FC(q)" for all time.Other conditions can be described directly in terms of complementarity conditions, and otherrelationships involving measures and functions. For example, the contact condition can be simplydescribed by the conditions f(q(t)) � 0 for all t;cn � 0 as a measure;Z f(q(t)) cn(dt) = 0: (10)The condition that \cn � 0 as a measure" simply amounts to requiring that cn(E) � 0 for all Borelmeasurable sets E; or, alternatively, thatZ �(t) cn(dt) � 0 (11)for all continuous functions � where �(t) � 0 for all t. The requirement that the contact force lieinside the approximate friction cone dFC(q(t)) becomes the requirement that�cn � mXr=1 �i � 0 as a measure: (12)The maximal dissipation property can be represented asZ hkD(q(t))Tv+(t)k1 + di(q(t))Tv+(t)i�i(dt) = 0 (13)for all i.The main problem for the convergence theory is to show that the numerical trajectories (qh(�); vh(�))produced by a time-stepping scheme such as (7) converge (in some suitable sense) to a limit as thestep size h # 0 and that these limits satisfy all the conditions required in the continuous problem.This e�ort usually amounts to showing that for a subsequence of (qh(�); vh(�)), qh(�) ! q(�) uni-formly, while vh(�) ! v(�) pointwise. The impulses cl+1n and �l+1 are used to construct measureschn = Pdt=hel=0 cl+1n and �h = Pdt=hel=0 �l+1, for which there are subsequences that converge weak* tomeasures cn(�) and �(�).The strongest convergence proof for problems of this kind can be found in Stewart [52]. Asummary of the results and a sketch of the proof can be found in [53].7



2.4 Multiple contactsMultiple contacts do not require completely new ways of reformulating contact problems. Rather,it is a matter of adding contact forces and contact constraints appropriate for each contact. So,for the jth contact, there is a contact normal n(j)(q) with a normal contact force c(j)n , a matrixof direction vectors D(j)(q) that de�ne the frictional forces D(j)�(j), and a constraint f (j)(q) � 0that represents the \no-interpenetration" condition for the jth contact. Let p be the number ofcontacts. Then the corresponding formulation to (7) for multiple contacts isM(ql+1) (vl+1 � vl) = Xj2J(q;v) hn(j)(ql) c(j) l+1n +D(j)(ql) �(j) l+1i+ h [k(ql; vl)�rV (ql)];0 � n(j)(ql)T vl+1 ? c(j) l+1n � 0 for j 2 J(q; v);0 � �(j) l+1e+D(j)(ql)Tvl+1 ? �(j) l+1 � 0 for j 2 J(q; v);0 � �c(j) l+1n � eT�(j) l+1 ? �(j) l+1 � 0 for j 2 J(q; v); (14)where J(q; v) = f j j f (j)(ql + h vl) < 0 g.Note that the set of possible (total) contact forces is the sum of the friction cones for each ofthe contacts in generalized coordinates. (Note that adding bodies to a system means adding to thedimensionality of the q and v vectors, as well as adding to the set of possible contacts.)Large systems of particles appear to produce large complementarity problems. Since evensolving linear equations for n unknowns requires O(n3) time using conventional algorithms, theseproblems seem to be extremely expensive. However, independent subsystems can be solved in-dependently. Hence, a pair of bodies that are not in contact, and cannot be connected by pairsof bodies that are in contact, can be dealt with independently. Typically, no more than three tofour bodies will be connected to each other in this way. Thus, instead of having to solve for tens,hundreds, or thousands of bodies in a single system, one can solve a large number of small systems,which will take O(n) time instead of O(n3) time.One of the most time-intensive aspects of multibody dynamics problems with large numbers ofbodies is collision detection. While this topic is beyond the scope of this article, it is an importantissue and has been extensively discussed in the robotics, graphics, and computational geometryliterature. (See, for example, [10, 25, 35].) These algorithms can be used with the above formulationto produce fast algorithms for rigid body simulations.2.5 Equality ConstraintsEquality constraints can also be incorporated into the above formulation (7). This can be doneby using Lagrange multipliers as (generalized) forces. Given a single unilateral contact, and anumber of other equality constraints gi(q) = 0, i = 1; 2; : : : ; q, we introduce a vector c� =[ c�;1; c�;2; : : : ; c�;q ]T of Lagrange multipliers. Then (7) is replaced with the following: if f(ql +8



h vl) � 0, then M(ql+1) (vl+1� vl) = n(ql) cl+1n +D(ql) �l+1 + (rg(ql))Tc�+ h [k(ql; vl)�rV (ql)]0 � n(ql)T vl+1 ? cl+1n � 00 � �l+1e+D(ql)Tvl+1 ? �l+1 � 00 � �cl+1n � eT�l+1 ? �l+1 � 00 = rg(ql) vl+1: (15)Provided that frgi(q) j i = 1; 2; : : : ; q g is linear independent for all qsatisfying g(q) = 0, (16)this complementarity problem can be solved. (This condition is known as a constraint quali�cationin optimization and is often necessary for Lagrange multipliers to exist.)A practical problem with this version of the method is that the solution can \drift" fromg(q) = 0. That is, the distance from the computed ql and the manifold f q j g(q) = 0 g canincrease until the constraint does not hold in any practical sense. There are ways of correctingthis problem, of which projection is the simplest. This technique involves periodically solving theNewton equations rg(ql+1)�ql+1 = �g(ql+1) | in fact, �nding the smallest such �ql+1 | and thensetting ql+1  ql+1 + �ql+1. If this is done often enough, then the computed solution will not driftfar from the constraint manifold f q j g(q) = 0 g.If there are no unilateral contacts (i.e., the only constraints are equality constraints), then thesystem can be regarded as a di�erential algebraic equation (DAE) of index three. Constrained me-chanical systems have been often discussed from the point of view of di�erential algebraic equations[5, 8, 9, 14, 46, 48, 58]. If all constraints are equality constraints, and the constraint quali�cation(16) holds, there can be no unbounded forces, and more conventional DAE techniques can be used.3 General (Nonpolyhedral) Friction ConesThe polyhedral approximationsdFC(q) = cone fn(q) + �di(q) j i = 1; 2; : : : ; p g (17)give a versatile and general technique for dealing with a wide range of friction phenomena (e.g., \soft�nger" contact, anisotropic friction). However, these approximations have a number of drawbacks:1. They are approximate for contact between three-dimensional bodies.2. They tend to favor particular directions.3. They tend to require a large number of variables (�l+1i , for i = 1; 2; : : : ; p) to accuratelyrepresent the friction force. 9



Recently, some new techniques of Pang and Stewart [45] allow the use of general convex frictioncones. Pang and Stewart [45] consider general convex friction cones of the formFC(q) = fn(q)cn + � bD(q)b� j �i(cn; b�; q) � 0; i = 1; 2; : : : ; nfc g (18)where each function �i(cn; b�; q) satis�es the following conditions:1. �i(cn; b�; q) is convex in b�.2. �i(cn; 0; u)� 0 with equality holding if and only if cn = 0.3. �i(0; b�; u) � 0 implies b� = 04. For all i = 1; : : : ; nfc, there exists a positive scalar  � 1 such that for all u, �i(cn; 0; u) ispositively homogeneous of degree  for cn � 0; that is, for cn � 0,�i(�cn; 0; u) = � �i(cn; 0; u); for all � � 0:Here we also require that �i(cn; b�; q) is homogeneous in b� with exponent  in order that FC (q)is a true cone; that is, if z 2 FC (q), so is �z 2 FC (q) for any � � 0. Note that the formulation(18) includes the polyhedral approximations to the friction cone (with  = 1). It also includes thestandard quadratic friction models for contact between three-dimensional bodies:FC(q) = fn(q)cn + � bD(q)b� j kb�k2 � cn g; (19)in which case �(cn; b�; q) = (�cn)2 � kb�k22.The maximal dissipation principle applied to the time-stepping formulation says that b�l+1 = b�is chosen to maximize �(vl+1)T bD(ql)T b� (20)over all b� satisfying �i(cn; b�; q) � 0 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; nfc. This can be expressed in complementarityform through the Kuhn{Tucker conditions, except for the case when cn = 0, b� = 0. At cn = 0,b� = 0 constraint quali�cations fail. The simplest applicable constraint quali�cation in this case isSlater's which requires an interior point in the feasible set for convex constraint functions. For thecase cn = 0, though, this fails. To handle this, a Fritz John condition [27] is used with a Fritz Johnparameter that is related to the value of cn and to the homogeneity constants :(cn) bD(q)Tvl+1 � nfcXi=1 �irb��i(cn; b�; q) = 0;0 � �i; �i�i(cn; b�; q) = 0: i = 1; 2; : : : ; nfc (21)The time-stepping scheme with this formulation of the Coulomb law for general friction conesbecomes the following: If f(ql + h vl) � 0, thenM(ql+1) (vl+1� vl) = n(ql) cl+1n +D(ql) �l+1 + h [k(ql; vl)� rV (ql)]0 � n(ql)Tvl+1 ? cl+1n � 00 � � ? �(cn; b�; q) � 0;(cn) bD(q)Tvl+1 � nfcXi=1 �irb��i(cn; b�; q) = 0: (22)10



While the original time-stepping scheme (7) is a linear complementarity problem (LCP) forconstant M(q), the new formulation is a highly nonlinear mixed complementarity problem.3.1 Theoretical IssuesThe nonlinearity of the mixed complementarity problem (22) means that linear complementaritytheory [11] cannot be applied. Instead, a homotopy argument is used in [45] to show that solutionsexist for problems of the same type as (22).One of us (Anitescu) proposed an alternative to this approach using a in�nite, but continuouslyindexed, family of direction vectors d(s; q) for s 2 [�1;+1] with d(s; q) = �d(s + 1; q) for �1 �s � 0, instead of a �nite matrix D(q) = [ d1(q); d2(q); : : : ; dp(q) ]. For example, one could taked(s; q) = cos(�s) bd1(q) + sin(�s) bd2(q) to describe two-dimensional isotropic friction. Take �niteapproximations DN (q) = [ d(s1; q); d(s2; q); : : : ; d(s2N ; q) ]for sequences 0 � s1 < s2 < � � � < s2N � 1, where si+N = si + 1 so that di+N(q) = �di(q). Thenprevious existence theory can be applied (see Stewart [52, Lemma 2], or Stewart and Trinkle [56,x3.2] for the linear complementarity formulation). Index the �nite sequences s1 < s2 < � � � < s2N byN , and let q(N);l+1, v(N);l+1, c(N);l+1n and �(N);l+1 be the solutions forD(q) = DN(q) in (7). Then bycompactness, there are subsequences N where q(N);l+1 ! ql+1, v(N);l+1! vl+1, and c(N);l+1n ! cl+1nfor N ! 1 in N . While the �(N);l+1 cannot converge as N !1, the limit DN(ql)�(N);l+1! F l+1can be found. In fact, the limit �l+1 of the measures �(N);l+1(s) = P2Ni=1 �(N);l+1i �(s � si) is asolution of the complementarity problemM(ql+1) (vl+1 � vl) = n(ql) cl+1n + R[�1;+1] d(ql; s) �l+1(ds)+ h [k(ql; vl)�rV (ql)]0 � n(ql)Tvl+1 ? cl+1n � 00 � �l+1 + d(s; ql)Tvl+1 ? �l+1(s) � 0 for all s0 � �cl+1n � R[�1;+1] �l+1(ds) ? �l+1 � 0 (23)where �l+1 is understood to be a measure on [�1;+1]. Note that the middle complementaritycondition should be understood as saying that �l+1 + d(s; ql)Tvl+1 � 0 for all s; that �l+1 � 0 as ameasure; and that R[�1;+1](�l+1 + d(s; ql)T vl+1) �l+1(ds) = 0.Another issue can arise with nonpolyhedral friction cones in the context of multiple contacts.In generalized coordinates, each contact has an associated friction cone FC j(q). The combinedfriction cone when all contact are considered is FC(q) = FC 1(q) + FC 2(q) + � � �+ FCnc(q), wherenc is the number of contacts. Theoretical di�culties can arise because the total friction cone FC (q)is not necessarily closed. If each of the FC i(q) is polyhedral, however, the total friction cone is alsopolyhedral and closed. This is not so for more general closed, convex cones.Although having an open reaction cone is unlikely, it is possibile, as proved by the followingthree-dimensional example. The example consists of a particle in a 90-degree wedge, as shown inFigure 1. The friction coe�cients on both sides of the wedge are 1, which generate two 45-degreeangle cones on each side of the particle. The particle is assumed to have radius 0; therefore notorque and inertia appear. Let K1, K2 be the cone with normal n1 and n2, respectively.11
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a useful outer approximation doesn't exist, suppose 0 6= z 2 FC (q) \ �FC (q). A suitable outerapproximation cone K should contain a neighborhood of +z and �z. Since zero lies on the linebetween +z and �z, K would also contain a neighborhood of zero, which implies that the cone Kcontains the entire space Rn.3.2 Computational IssuesThe Pang and Stewart formulation (22) has some immediate computational implications:� Linear Complementarity Problem solvers are no longer appropriate for �nding solutions be-cause of the highly nonlinear complementarity conditions.� On the other hand, many fewer variables need to be solved for.Solving highly nonlinear complementarity problems can be di�cult. Complementarity problemscan be reformulated as systems of equations that are, however, nonlinear and nonsmooth. There hasalso been a great deal of recent work on Newton-type methods for nonsmooth systems of equations[21, 26, 42, 43, 44, 49, 50, 51].While Newton-type methods have fast local convergence, they may fail to converge when startedfar from the solution. Fortunately for rigid body simulations, the solution from the previous stepwill often give a suitable (close) starting point. However, if there is a change in the contact state (dueto a collision, for example), the complementarity problem to be solved will be radically di�erent,at least for the bodies in contact with the colliding bodies. In order to ensure that the nonlinearcomplementarity problem is solved, global equation solving methods such as homotopy methodsneed to be used (see, for example, [1, 2, 29, 57]). Care will be needed near the nonsmooth pointson the homotopy path. Care will also be needed to deal with the degenerate cases that inevitablyoccur in simulations of rigid body dynamics, such as the case of a wheel rolling without slip whereare no friction force and no sliding velocity.4 Partly Elastic ContactThe foundation for our partly elastic contact model is the Poisson hypothesis. Under this hypoth-esis, the impact has two phases. In the �rst phase, compression, interpenetration is prevented bynormal compression contact impulses. In the second phase, decompression, a fraction �N of eachnormal compression contact impulse is restituted to the system (Poisson hypothesis, [47]). Thequantity �N is called (normal) restitution coe�cient and may be di�erent for any contact activeduring a certain collision, if multiple contacts are involved. Each of these phases is consideredinstantaneous, and only the velocity of the system but not its position, can change during thecollision. Since (7) is formulated in impulses and velocities, it can be used to model both thecompression and decompression. In each phase, there will be no impulse due to the external forces(h = 0), only intrinsic initial velocity and restitution impulses. Formally, hk(ql; vl) will be changedwith the appropriate external impulse for each phase.Let q be the position at which the collision occurs, v�, vc, and v+ be, respectively, the initial,postcompression and postcollision velocities of the system. The superscripts c and d refer to data13



from the compression and decompression phases, respectively. For one contact (resulted from acollision), the compression phase can be set up asM(q) (vc� v�) = n(q) ccn +D(ql) �c0 � n(q)Tvc ? ccn � 00 � �ce+D(q)Tvc ? �c � 00 � �ccn � eT�c ? �c � 0: (27)If the collision is proper (n(q)Tv� < 0, [16]), then v� will not be a solution of (27) and vc 6= v�will be determined. As a result, ccn 6= 0.Based on the Poisson hypothesis, in the decompression phase there will be an external restitutionimpulse Ir acting on the system. The postcollision velocity v+ is a solution of the following mixedlinear complementarity problem:M(q) (v+ � vc) = n(q) cdn +D(q) �d + Ir0 � n(q)Tv+ ? cdn � 00 � �de +D(q)Tvd ? �d � 00 � �cdn � eT�d ? �d � 0 (28)With our assumptions, Ir = �N ccn. A more sophisticated model could assume that the tangen-tial impulse is partly reversible [47] and the restituted impulse is Ir = �Nccn + �TD(q) �c, where�T is the tangential restitution coe�cient. However, reversibility of the tangential impulse is usu-ally insigni�cant, unless the materials involved are highly elastic (as is the case for the so-calledsuperballs, [47]).Solvability of the mixed linear complementarity problems is guaranteed for (27) and (28) [4,55]. Therefore, a v+ will be available at the end of the collision resolution. However, simpleexamples show that the model (27{28) will not necessarily produce the right energy balance whenseveral contacts are involved. The fact that the kinetic energy will not increase after the collision,12v+M(q)v+ � 12v�Mv�, can be proven only for very special cases [4, 47]. In particular, if frictionis present, then the kinetic energy has been proved to be nonincreasing only if �N = �T , whichis a very unlikely particular case. Nevertheless, an interesting common denominator for all theseparticular cases is that v+ = (1+ �N )vc� �Nv�. Under the assumption that the collision is exactlydetected when multiple contacts are involved it can be proved that (1 + �N )vc � �Nv� is a part ofa feasible point of (28) that satis�es the energy balance [4]. Therefore, for an expedient collisionresolution, one could solve only (28) and choose v+ = (1 + �N )vc � �Nv�.5 Di�ering Representations of q and vOften it is convenient to have di�erent forms of representation for q and v so that \dq=dt = v" isno longer true. For example, if q represents the orientation of an object and v the angular velocity,then \dq=dt = v" cannot be true globally as q represents the group of 3 � 3 orthogonal matriceswith determinant +1: SO(3). We can represent q by directly by 3 � 3 orthogonal matrices, byunit quaternions, by Euler angles, or by Rodrigues vectors (see, e.g., Angeles [3, xx2.3{2.4]). Note14



that while the angular velocity is a three-dimensional vector, there are nine parameters in a 3� 3matrix, four in a quaternion, and three for either Euler angles or Rodrigues vectors.In any case, the general form relating q and v is given bydqdt = G(q) v (29)for some matrix function G(q). For the case of representation by a 3 � 3 matrix, the equationrelating q = vecQ to v = ! is dQdt = !�Q; (30)where !� = 264 0 �!3 +!2+!3 0 �!1�!2 +!1 0 375 :This gives dq=dt = vec (!�Q) = G(q) v where G(q) is linear in q. Similar equations can be developedfor the other representations, except for Euler angles, which necessarily introduce singularities intothe representation. (Rodrigues vectors have a similar problem, but since there are two Rodriguesvectors that represent any orientation except for the reference orientation, the singularity can beavoided by switching from one representation to the other when the singularity is approached.)We need the following assumption:G(q) is a full column rank matrix for all q: (31)This is satis�ed by all of the above orientation representation techniques excepting again the Eulerangles at the singularity. This implies that the pseudo-inverse G(q)+ is a continuous function of q,and G(q)+G(q) = I for all q.Several changes must be made in the formulation. One involves the Lagrangian equation. Theaction is S = Z L(q; v) dt= Z �12vTM(q)v � V (q)� dt: (32)We can write v = G(q)+(dq=dt). ThenS = Z L(q; v) dt = Z �12(dqdt )T (G(q)+)TM(q)G(q)+dqdt � V (q)� dt: (33)The equations of motion without contact can then be derived asddt �@L@ _qi�� @L@qi = 0; for all i: (34)If we write fM(q) = (G(q)+)TM(q)G(q)+, we obtainfM(q) d2qdt2 = ek(q; v)� rV (q) (35)15



where ek(q; v) is quadratic in v and contains partial derivatives of fM(q). After some algebra, thiscan be reduced to an equation of the formM(q)dvdt = bk(q; v)�G(q)T rV (q) (36)where bk(q; v) is quadratic in v and contains derivatives of M(q) and G(q), as well as the valuesM(q), G(q) and G(q)+.Since the formulation (7) uses constraints written in terms of q, but is used to update v, someadditional modi�cations need to be made. Note that if f(q(t�)) = 0, then (d=dt)f(q(t))jt=t� � 0 forfeasibility of the trajectory. But (d=dt)f(q(t))jt=t� = rf(q(t�))T (dq=dt)(t�) = rf(q(t�))TG(q(t�)) v(t�).Instead of using the normal direction vector n(q) = rf(q), we should use bn(q) = G(q)Trf(q) forthe contact condition.To preserve the symmetry of the formulation, as well as the correct physics, we need to note thatthe direction vector for the normal contact force in the velocity co-ordinates is bn(q) = G(q)Trf(q).Thus, the formulation then becomes the following: If f(ql + hG(ql) vl) � 0, thenM(ql+1) (vl+1 � vl) = bn(ql) cl+1n +D(ql) �l+1+ h [bk(ql; vl)� G(ql)TrV (ql)]0 � bn(ql)Tvl+1 ? cl+1n � 00 � �l+1e+D(ql)Tvl+1 ? �l+1 � 00 � �cl+1n � eT�l+1 ? �l+1 � 0: (37)If we consider the situation where M(q) and G(q) are constant, and substitute for ql+1, vl+1 interms of cl+1n and �l+1 we obtain a pure linear complementarity problem (LCP) for cl+1n , �l+1 and�l+1. As for (7), the matrix of this LCP is copositive, and solutions can be found by using Lemke'salgorithm [11, p. 176�, p. 265�].The theoretical properties of this generalization follow those of (7). The only additional practicalconsiderations for using, for example, quaternions, to represent orientation is that drift may leadto jqj signi�cantly di�erent from one. This can be remedied by projection and other techniques asdiscussed in Section 2.5.References[1] Eugene Allgower and Kurt Georg. Simplicial and continuation methods for approximating�xed points and solutions to systems of equations. SIAM Rev., 22:28{85, 1980.[2] Eugene Allgower and Kurt Georg. Numerical Continuation Methods: An introduction.Springer{Verlag, Berlin, 1990.[3] Jorge Angeles. Fundamentals of Robotic Mechanical Systems. Mech. Eng. Series. Springer-Verlag, New York, Berlin, Heidelberg, 1997.[4] M. Anitescu and F. A. Potra. Formulating dynamic multi-rigid-body contact problems withfriction as solvable linear complementarity problems. ASME Nonlinear Dynamics, 1997. Toappear. 16
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